
FILM FORTNIGHT FEEDBACK
04/12/17

BUDGET

PROJECT 
BUDGET

Coordinator wages
£1,050.00

Expenses
£225.00

OVERSPEND £15.12 £16.00

WSC SPEND £1,306.12
WSC TO INVOICE SMF £1,275.00
WSC INPUT £31.12

COORDINATOR ACTIVITY

Visited 4 Islands
Attended 11 Events
Gave Presentation on Screen Machine & Reception @ Sands Hotel
Connected with 7 local screen facilities/potential community cinemas
Planned 2 more community cinema visits
Built Film Fortnight Website
Produced and distributed FF Logo and posters
Created exhibitors and audience survey

FILM FORTNIGHT WEBSITE

VISITORS PAGE VIEWS
OCT 265 1,739
NOV 220 849

TOTAL 485 2,588

PUBLICITY REACH

Radio Orkney Recorded piece on Around Orkney
Orcadian 3 articles both with image +1 about survey
Orcadian On Line What's On
Press & Journal 1 article with image
Orkney.com What's On November
Northlink Facebook
WSC Facebook/shares
Shapinsay Sound newsletter
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PROJECT COORDINATOR'S OBSERVATIONS

Judging by the survey responses Film Fortnight was generally very well 
received and 100% of audience respondees would like to see it again and 
100% of event organisers would like to be involved again.

The event was perceived as quite a large and ambitious one, although from a 
coordinator point of view it was fairly manageable because organisations 
organised their own events. 18 out of 28 surveyed event organisers 
programmed extra events because of Film Fortnight, and the Screen Machine 
upped their visits to include 2 more islands.

It took a long time to get the project signed off by SMF, which only left 5 
weeks to organise. This was far too short a lead in and resulted in a lot of last 
minute programme updates. I think an August start would be needed for a 
November event.

Film Fortnight could stay as a similar format - a focus for film activity and 
encouraging independent organisations to include extra programming. Or it 
could be more ambitious. To be more ambitious I think it would need more 
bespoke programming, and I think that would need a central programmer. I 
did help in an ad hoc way with some programming – the Silent Cinema events 
at Screen In The Square and The Gable End Theatre, Ping Pong at  The Gable 
End Theatre (a WSC licence), and four screenings (twice the usual amount) at 
West Side Cinema. But this ad hoc way couldn't be guaranteed every year. I 
think themed strands could work well across screens, giving a bit of continuity 
and focussed interest. It's also possible that the Screen Machine could give 
screen time to being locally programmed. I believe we could get bigger 
audiences for them if this was made possible.

Whilst most survey responses indicate that November is a good time of year to
hold it, we did sail quite close to the wind weather wise, and just a week later 
had some horrendous weather that saw many ferry and plane disruptions. If 
we want to expand on programming and encourage film industry experts to 
come and do talks and workshops, I think it would make sense to move the 
event to a fairer weather time of year - April or early May.  There is no doubt 
that including the Screen Machine visit was hugely beneficial, giving us a ready
made mobile cinema at no cost to Film Fortnight. Trying to organise our own 
isles events would be very difficult in the foreseeable future. So this would be 
the real challenge, to see if RSS  would move the Screen Machine visit too. It 
would certainly be a quieter event without them. And of course we will have to 
wait and see what the Screen Machine tour looks like next year once they have
had results from their Creative Scotland funding application. 

FILM FORTNIGHT EXHIBITORS AND AUDIENCE SURVEY
(please see separate document)
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